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Skirting board heating 



Thermodul is an innovative solution of skirting board he-
ating, that offers several advantages, first of all those for 
your health.
The heat is distributed uniformly and this makes you feel 
good even when set at a lower temperature than usual.
Fine particles, pollen, and dust mites do not enter the 
air through the motion caused by convection and so you 
breathe better. 
Walls are kept dry and your house is healthier.
Thermodul by Hekos is the modern choice for home 
comfort.
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Thermodul is designed to ensure the highest comfort 
at the smallest size. It’s a non-intrusive solution, that 
leaves your walls completely free for your choice of in-
terior design. 
As there is minimal work to be done on the walls, it 
proves to be the best choice for those valuable buildings 
which you would like to restore and conserve. 
This cutting-edge skirting board heating system works 
both with water and electricity: you can connect it to 
any kind of boiler, to mains electricity and to a photovol-
taic system.
Moreover, Thermodul is an important ally in energy sa-
ving: it works with very low water volumes and, thanks to 
the uniformity of its heat, you can lower the thermostat.

discretion, a very valuable virtue



Fresh air at home, relaxing in a diffused and uniform temperature, living in a welcoming and co mfortable house, environment helping while energy and money saving, cutting-edge heating technol  



THE
DES
IGNheat, colour, light

Thermodul can become almost invisible, blending in with any 
style, or it can express its aesthetic value thanks to its wide 
chromatic range.
And not only that, thanks to the exclusive integration of its Led 
components, you have a further interior design element 
and can set your house lighting as you prefer.
You can create subtle light paths, which pick out your house 
architectural forms and accompany your night walks, yet you 
can also set the lighting so that you can read a book.

I HAVE DECIDED TO:
feel good at home, live in comfort and design,
adopt a cutting edge solution, free up my interior design,
save energy and money, invest in great Italian style 



Italian style, fine interior design, led lighting, smart innovation, good living, comfortable room, technical quality, good value for money, easy maintenance, energy saving, minimal masonry-work 
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